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Abstract—Cryptographic tools like proof systems, multi-party
computation, and fully homomorphic encryption are usually
applied to computations expressed as systems of arithmetic
constraints. In practice, this means that these applications rely
on compilers from high-level programming languages (like C)
to such constraints. This compilation task is challenging, but
not entirely new: the software verification community has a rich
literature on compiling programs to logical constraints (like SAT
or SMT). In this work, we show that building shared compiler
infrastructure for compiling to constraint representations is
possible, because these representations share a common abstrac-
tion: stateless, non-uniform, non-deterministic computations that
we call existentially quantified circuits, or EQCs. Moreover, we
show that this shared infrastructure is useful, because it allows
compilers for proof systems to benefit from decades of work on
constraint compilation techniques for software verification.

To make our approach concrete we create CirC, an infras-
tructure for building compilers to EQCs. CirC makes it easy
to compile to new EQCs: we build support for three, R1CS
(commonly used for proof systems), SMT (commonly used for
verification and bug-finding), and ILP (commonly used for opti-
mization), in ≈2000 LOC. It’s also easy to extend CirC to support
new source languages: we build a feature-complete compiler for
a cryptographic language in one week and ≈900 LOC, whereas
the reference compiler for the same language took years to write,
comprises ≈24000 LOC, and produces worse-performing output
than our compiler. Finally, CirC enables novel applications
that combine multiple EQCs. For example, we build the first
pipeline that (1) automatically identifies bugs in programs, then
(2) automatically constructs cryptographic proofs of the bugs’
existence.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cryptographic proof systems provide short, private, and
efficiently verifiable proofs that a prover knows a witness
W that satisfies a relation R(X,W ) for public input X .
However, to use these proofs, R is usually written as a rank-
1 constraint system (R1CS): a structured system of equations
over a large finite field (§II-B). This has motivated substantial
work on compiling from high-level programs to R1CS in both
academia [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] and industry [6], [7], [8].

Other recent cryptosystems give rise to similar compilation
problems; secure multi-party computation (MPC) and fully
homomorphic encryption (FHE) support different kinds of
private computation—and both require the computation be
expressed as an arithmetic or boolean circuit. But compil-
ing to constraints (equivalently, circuits) is neither new nor
cryptography-specific: the programming languages and formal
methods communities have a long tradition of translating
programs to logical constraints (e.g., Satisfiability Modulo
Theories [9] (SMT) formulas) to verify properties [10], [11],
[12], [13], [14], [15], synthesize new programs [16], [17], [18],
and more. Further afield, researchers also compile to integer

linear programs [19], [20]: a kind of constraint system used
for optimization problems.

Compilers to constraints are crucial in all of these ap-
plications, but they are hard to build—for example, Torlak
and Bodik identify compilers to SMT as “the most difficult
aspect of creating solver-aided tools,” taking “years to de-
velop” [14]. As a result, communities that rely on constraint
compilers have poured enormous effort into building them
(§II-E). Unfortunately, there has been little cross-pollination
between communities, and duplicated efforts within commu-
nities. Thus, our animating question: is it possible to create
shared infrastructure for building constraint compilers that is
useful across such disparate applications? In this paper, we
show that the answer is yes. Thus, newer applications like
proof systems can take advantage of decades of insights from
the compilers and verification communities.

To start, we observe that shared infrastructure is possible in
principle, because all the constraint representations discussed
above can be viewed as instances of the same abstraction: a
class of non-deterministic execution substrates that we call
existentially quantified circuits, or EQCs.1 EQCs have two
main features that differentiate them from CPUs (the targets of
traditional compilers). First, EQCs are stateless—they contain
no mutable variables, control flow, memory, or storage. Sec-
ond, they admit non-determinism in the form of existentially
quantified variables. For example, an R1CS instance is an
EQC that is “executed” by a cryptographic proof system. Since
R1CS instances are systems of equations, they are stateless and
free of control flow. Moreover, cryptographic proof systems
give the witness existential semantics, proving the statement:
∃W. R(X,W ).

By leveraging the EQC abstraction, we show that shared
infrastructure for compiling to constraints is possible—and
useful—in practice, for three reasons. First, the process of
compiling from a high-level language to an EQC is similar,
even for very different EQCs. To compile, say, C to SMT,
there are well-known procedures: explore all paths through
the program (unroll loops, consider all branches), guarding
all state modifications by the condition under which the
current path is taken [15]. That same procedure is also
necessary when compiling C to boolean circuits for multi-
party computation [21], or to arithmetic constraints for proof
systems [22], [5]. Since this approach is largely independent of
the application, sharing compilation infrastructure avoids du-
plicated effort. We describe our language-agnostic machinery
for turning programs into circuits in Section III.

1Note that EQCs do not capture digital circuits, which are stateful and
deterministic; thus, we do not consider them in this work. See Section II-E.
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Fig. 1. LLVM uses a random-access machine abstraction to make it easy for
new front-ends to target CPUs. CirC uses a non-uniform non-deterministic
state-free abstraction to make it easy to target EQCs.

Second, EQCs have performance characteristics that are
different from those of processors, but similar to those of other
EQCs. As a result, shared EQC infrastructure can support
shared optimizations, whereas reusing existing infrastructure
geared towards CPUs wouldn’t make sense. As one example,
while CPUs support load and store instructions for memory
access, simulating memory in EQCs (which are state-free) is
very expensive: there are active lines of research on memory
representations and related optimizations for both software
verification [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28] and proof sys-
tems [1], [29], [30], [5], [4], [31]. We show that proof system
and software verifier performance both improve under the
same memory optimizations (and more) in Section VI.

Finally, shared compiler infrastructure unlocks benefits with
few analogs in traditional compilers. In a traditional compiler,
each target CPU supported by the compiler does essentially
the same thing—it executes code. EQCs, in contrast, often
have very different purposes—and shared infrastructure makes
it easy to combine those purposes in ways that enable new
applications. For example, verification allows users to prove
that a program has some property (e.g., “contains no undefined
behavior”), while proof systems allow users to prove facts
to one another in spite of mutual distrust (e.g., proving “I
know my password” without revealing it). Combining these
functionalities, we show in Section VII that our work helps
analysts find a bug (using expert hints and the SMT back-end)
and then prove the existence of that bug without revealing how
to trigger it, using a proof pipeline. We also demonstrate other
combinations: such as optimizing R1CS using SMT.

To make these benefits concrete, we implement an in-
frastructure for building compilers to EQCs, which we call
CirC. CirC is analogous to—and inspired by—LLVM [32],
an infrastructure for compiling programs to machine code.
LLVM’s key abstraction is its intermediate representation
(LLVM IR), which captures the computational model of CPUs:
conceptually, LLVM IR is an abstraction of a random-access
machine. CirC builds on a different abstraction (Fig. 1): state-
free, non-deterministic, non-uniform computation, which cap-
tures the computational model of EQCs (§II-A). As in LLVM,
language designers can add new front-ends that compile to
CirC-IR, where CirC performs optimization passes; and they
can add back-ends that compile from CirC-IR to a given EQC
(e.g., R1CS), allowing them to “run” the resulting executable
(e.g., feed the constraints to proof system).

In sum, our contributions are:
• We build CirC: an infrastructure for compiling programs

to circuits (§III).
• We demonstrate CirC’s extensibility. We extend CirC

to the ZoKrates proof language language in a week
with ≈900 lines of code, whereas the language’s refer-
ence compiler was developed over years and comprises
≈24000 lines (§IV).

• We evaluate the accuracy of CirC’s SMT output and the
performance (size) of its R1CS output. For example, we
find that for ZoKrates programs, CirC produces R1CS
instances which perform slightly better than those from
the language’s reference compiler (§V).

• We evaluate the effect of common optimizations on the
performance of verification and proof-system applica-
tions, finding that some optimizations provide substantial
benefit to both (§VI).

• We demonstrate the ease with which CirC allows one to
combine back-end functionalities. We use an SMT solver
to optimize and analyze R1CS compilation, and use a
proof system to prove knowledge of (1) a bug identified
by an SMT solver and (2) a high-value input identified
by an ILP solver (§VII).

Summarizing our key insights: (1) many subfields rely
on the same abstraction, the EQC; (2) compiling to different
EQCs uses similar steps, and EQCs have similar performance
characteristics, so shared infrastructure makes sense; and
(3) with shared infrastructure, different EQCs can be combined
in service of new applications.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we start with a slightly more formal defini-
tion of EQCs. Then, to set the stage for our evaluation (§V–
§VII), we discuss our two example use cases: cryptographic
proof systems (§II-B) and automated verification (§II-C).
Finally, we describe related work (§II-E).

A. Existentially quantified circuits
We refer to the broad class of non-deterministic execution

substrates that this work targets as existentially quantified
circuits (EQCs). EQCs share three key properties. First, they
are circuit-like: they comprise sets of wires taking values from
some domain (e.g., bits for a boolean circuit) and constraints
that express relationships among wire values (e.g., an AND
gate represents the constraint C = A ∧B).

Second, EQCs are state free: unlike variables in a computer
program or registers in a CPU, wire values in an EQC do not
change during execution. In a boolean circuit, for example,
each gate’s output is determined by its inputs, which are either
the outputs of other gates or input wires.

Third, EQCs have two kinds of inputs: explicit inputs, i.e.,
arguments supplied at the start of execution, and existentially-
quantified inputs, which may take any value consistent with
the explicit input values and the set of constraints. Consider
the trivial EQC ∃B.A⊕ B = 0, where A is an explicit input
and ⊕ is boolean XOR: when A is true, B must be true. In the
language of formal logic, EQCs correspond to quantifier-free
first-order formulas.

In complexity-theoretic terms, we say that EQCs capture
non-deterministic, non-uniform computation [33, Ch. 6]. Their
non-determinism stems from the existentially quantified inputs
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whose values are, in principle, “guessed” by the execution
substrate. Their non-uniformity reflects the fact that a circuit
of a given size encodes a computation for a fixed-size input;
thus, for a given computation, different input lengths entail
distinct circuits.

B. Cryptographic proof systems

Probabilistic proof systems are powerful cryptographic tools
whose applications include verifying that outsourced compu-
tations are executed correctly [2], [34], [31], implementing
private cryptocurrency transactions [35], [36], and defending
against hardware back-doors [37], [38]. In this section, we
describe the class of probabilistic proof systems CirC targets,
focusing on their computational model. Readers should consult
surveys [39], [40] for additional details.

At a high level, a probabilistic proof system is a cryp-
tographic protocol between two parties, a prover P and a
verifier V , whereby P produces a short proof that convinces
V that ∃w.y = Ψ(x,w), for Ψ a computation that takes
input x and witness w and returns output y. Several lines of
work [1], [2], [29], [30], [41], [42], [3], [4] instantiate end-
to-end built systems. Two key features of these systems are
succinctness—P’s proof is small, as is V’s work checking it—
and zero knowledge—an accepting proof reveals nothing about
the witness w other than the truth of y = Ψ(x,w).

These systems comprise a compilation stage and a proving
stage. The proving stage applies complexity-theoretic and
cryptographic machinery to the compilation stage’s output,
allowing P to generate a proof and V to verify it. The
compilation stage, our focus in this work, takes a source
program Ψ (written, say, in C) and transforms it into a system
of arithmetic constraints C in vectors of formal variables
W,X, Y , such that ∃w.y = Ψ(x,w) ⇐⇒ ∃W.C(W,X, Y )
for X = x, Y = y. (Note that ∃W.C(W,X, Y ) is an EQC;
§II-A.) The primary figure of merit for a compiler is the size
of C: fewer constraints means less work for P to generate a
proof, and in some proof systems it also means a shorter proof
that is easier for V to verify.

a) The constraint formalism: The formalism used by
most proof systems is called a rank-1 constraint system
(R1CS). An R1CS instance C comprises a set of constraints
over a finite field F (usually the integers modulo a prime
p) of the form ⟨Ai, Z⟩ · ⟨Bi, Z⟩ = ⟨Ci, Z⟩, where ⟨·, ·⟩ is
an inner product, Z is the concatenation (W,X, Y, 1) ∈ Fn,
and Ai, Bi, Ci ∈ Fn are constants. In other words, each
constraint asserts that the product of two weighted sums of
the wires in C equals a third weighted sum, which generalizes
arithmetic circuits. C is satisfied when the values W,X, Y
satisfy all constraints. To generate a proof, P first computes
a satisfying assignment and then executes the cryptographic
proving machinery.

Compiling programs from languages like C to R1CS in-
stances is tricky. Domain differences are an immediate con-
cern: while C has a non-trivial type system, for R1CS all
computation must be encoded as arithmetic in F, which can
be awkward. For example, the assertion x ̸= 0 has no direct
encoding as a rank-1 constraint. When F is the integers mod p,
by Fermat’s little theorem this can be rewritten as Xp−1 = 1,
but this costs O(log p) constraints; p ≈ 2256 is common for

security of the proof system, so this is very costly. In this and
similar cases, an important optimization is to introduce advice
in the form of entries in the (existentially quantified) vector
W . In our example, x ̸= 0 becomes ∃W.W · X = 1: since
every nonzero element of F has a multiplicative inverse, this
constraint is satisfiable iff X ̸= 0 ∈ F. For other examples
see, e.g., [22], [5], [4], [31].

Beyond domain considerations lies a more insidious chal-
lenge: the fact that constraints cannot directly encode muta-
tion, control flow, etc., so the compiler must transform input
programs to eliminate these constructs. We defer discussion
of this challenge to the next subsection.

C. SMT-based verification

In this section we discuss SMT and SMT-LIB, then explain
how verifiers use these tools to prove properties of programs.

SMT solvers are tools that determine whether logical for-
mulas are unsatisfiable (i.e., can never evaluate to true) or
satisfiable (i.e., can evaluate to true); if satisfiable, the SMT
solver provides a satisfying assignment to the variables in the
formula. For example, given the formula x∨y, an SMT solver
may return a satisfying assignment of x to true and y to
false (or any other valid assignment). Free variables in SMT
formulas thus have existential semantics, which means that
SMT formulas are EQCs (§II-A). In addition to booleans, SMT
formulas can include terms from various theories, including
bit-vectors, arrays, uninterpreted functions, real and integer
arithmetic, etc; since theories are higher level than logical
formulas, they make it easier for developers to use solvers.2

The SMT-LIB [9] standard gives the semantics of each theory.
a) Compiling from high-level languages to SMT: SMT

solvers are often applied in service of program correctness—
everything from test case generation to bug finding to verifi-
cation. Typically, a verifier translates a program and assertions
about that program (e.g., index is within bounds of array)
into SMT formulas (or similar). The verifier then asks the
solver if the assertions make the program’s formula satisfiable
or not, either finding bugs or verifying their absence.

Compiling code into SMT formulas is challenging [15],
[43], [14]. Since SMT (like R1CS) does not support mutable
variables or branching, programs must be substantially trans-
formed. As an example, consider this snippet of C code, and
its mutation-free translation.
// input program (x, y, z previously defined)
if (x < 20) { x = 2; }
else { y += z; }

// mutation-free program
x_1 = x_0 < 20 ? 2 : x_0;
y_1 = !(x_0 < 20) ? (y_0 + z_0) : y_0;

This snippet features variable mutations within an if-else
statement. By introducing new versions of the variables, and
guarding their new value by the condition of the statement,
we can rewrite the snippet without mutations. While simple
examples like this are easy enough to understand, eliminat-
ing mutation and branching quickly becomes complex. All
branches must be recorded, all mutations guarded, all loops

2Theories have other benefits too: they allow solvers to use theory-specific
algorithms for faster solving, and they allow users to specify formulas over
infinite domains (e.g., the integers), which booleans cannot represent.
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unrolled, and all program paths separately explored. Not only
is this process complex—it also produces large formulas.

D. Integer linear programs
Mixed integer linear programs (ILPs) are a ubiquitous lan-

guage for constrained optimization. An ILP comprises (1) set
of real variables: X = {x1, . . . , xn}, (2) a set of constraints,
each having form

∑
i cixi ≤ b (for real constants ci, b),

(3) an objective function f(x) =
∑

i cixi (for real constants
ci) and (4) a subset of integral variables I ⊂ X . Given an
ILP, an assignment v : X → R is satisfying if it respects
all constraints and assigns integers to the variables in I . An
ILP can be infeasible (there are no satisfying assignments),
unbounded (the constraints do not entail an upper bound on f ’s
value), or solvable. An ILP solver determines whether an ILP
is infeasible, unbounded, or solvable; if the ILP is solvable,
the solver searches for a satisfying variable assignment that
achieves the maximum value of f .

E. Related work
CirC is related to and inspired by LLVM [32] and

SUIF [44], but CirC targets EQCs instead of CPUs. MLIR [45]
generalizes the LLVM methodology with a toolkit for con-
structing and manipulating interlocking IRs; in other words,
MLIR is infrastructure for constructing compiler infrastruc-
ture. This work is orthogonal to CirC, which is compiler
infrastructure for a specific family of non-deterministic com-
putational models.

High-level synthesis (HLS) turns programs (say, in C) into
digital circuits ([46] surveys). While digital circuits appear
superficially similar to EQCs, there are two key differences:
first, digital circuits do not allow existential quantification,
which is very important for efficiently compiling to EQCs.
Second, digital circuits are stateful; indeed, efficient use of
stateful elements like flip-flops is a key focus of HLS.

Many compilers to specific EQCs exist; we discuss closely
related work below. The main difference between CirC and
these compilers is that CirC is infrastructure for compiling
to EQCs generally, not just SMT, R1CS, etc. Generalizing
existing compilers to support a wide range of EQCs would
require essentially duplicating the work of building CirC.

The other difference between CirC and existing work is that
most other work combines compilation with front-end–based
optimization strategies. As examples: KLEE [25] combines
a core constraint compilation engine with a path exploration
front-end that forks at every branch; and Giraffe [38] uses
program analysis to “slice” programs, then compiles a subset
of these slices to proof system constraints. We don’t currently
support such strategies in CirC because they do not generalize
to all back-ends. For example, forking compiles only a subset
of program paths to constraints; this is acceptable for bug-
finding, but is problematic for proof systems: some correct
executions might not induce a valid proof. Supporting certain
front-end–based optimization strategies is future work (§VIII).

a) Compilers for cryptography: A long line of prior
work develops techniques for compiling to R1CS constraints.
Ginger [22], Zaatar [47], Pantry [1], and Buffet [5] compile
a subset of C and support proof-specific optimizations for
rational numbers, memory, key-value stores, complex control

flow, etc. Pinocchio [2] also compiles a subset of C with
techniques similar to Ginger’s. Geppetto [3] consumes LLVM
IR and provides efficient cryptographic primitives. xJsnark [4]
consumes a Java-like language and refines techniques from
Buffet and Geppetto. Zinc [7] and ZoKrates [6] compile from
eponymous DSLs to R1CS using existing techniques. Finally,
Circom [8] is essentially a hardware description language that
relies on the programmer to write constraints.3

Another line of work [29], [30] uses hand-crafted constraints
that simulate a simple CPU, then modifies GCC to emit code
for that CPU; while conceptually simple, it comes at enormous
cost [5, §5]. Yet another approach, embodied by libsnark [48],
ZEXE [49], and Bellman [50], uses a “macro assembler” to
compose hand-crafted R1CS “gadgets.”

Fairplay [21] is the earliest example of a compiler to
circuits for two-party computation (2PC); FairplayMP [51]
targets multi-party computation. Later works like Tasty [52]
and HyCC [53] optimize by matching pieces of the source
program to suitable cryptographic protocols.

CBMC-GC [54] adapts the CBMC [15] model checker
to emit boolean circuits for 2PC, implicitly leveraging the
similarities between compiling for model checking and for
2PC. Unlike CirC, however, CBMC-GC applies only to the
case of boolean circuits optimized to 2PC, rather than to EQCs
generally. Because of this, it cannot be used to compile to, say,
arithmetic constraints for proof systems, nor does it enable the
crossover applications that CirC does (§VII).

b) Compilers for SMT: Many projects compile high-level
programs or parts of programs to SMT in order to prove
program properties [55], [56], [57], [58], [59], [60], [61],
[62], [63], [64], [65], [66], [15], [43] (e.g., using bounded
model checking). For example, the CBMC verifier [56], [15]
translates C programs and assertions about their correct-
ness into SMT, unrolling loops up to a given bound. Then,
it uses a solver to prove or refute verification assertions.
Other program analyzers verify code written in verification-
specific domain specific languages (DSLs) [67], [68], [69],
[70]. For example, Alive [67] presents a DSL for peephole
optimizations: programmers write optimizations in the DSL
and Alive automatically verifies them. Some projects even
allow users to manipulate constraints from within a higher-
level language [71], [72], [73], [74].

All of the projects listed above handle their own compilation
from a high-level language to SMT, but that is not always
the case: there are many projects that present infrastructure
for building verifiers [11], [14], [75], [10], [13], [76], [77]—
often by handling the details of SMT compilation—and many
verifiers that depend on them [78], [79], [80], [81]. Interme-
diate Verification Languages [76], [77], [82], [10] (IVLs), for
example, decouple language details from verifier details; the
Boogie IVL [10] targets SMT-like back-ends, and building
a new verifier just requires translating a source language to
the IVL. Taking a slightly different tack, Rosette [14] builds a
virtual machine for symbolic execution, and Serval [78] uses it
to lift interpreters into symbolic execution engines. CirC has a
similar but broader goal: it aims to decouple source languages
from all EQC targets, not just verifiers—and therefore must

3We discuss building Circom and ZoKrates compilers with CirC in Sec-
tion III.
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Fig. 2. CirC’s architecture, with extensions (§III).

generalize lessons from these works to a more diverse range
of constraint systems.

Symbolic execution (symex) tools [83], [84] combine SMT
compilation of a single program path with, typically, either
concrete execution or forking strategies [25], [85], [86], [87],
[88], [89], [28], [90], [91], [92]; some systems use a hybrid
of symex and model checking [14]. After SMT compilation,
different tools proceed differently: many [25] fork execution
at each conditional jump, some use a mixture of concrete
and symbolic (concolic) execution [88], [28], some combine
static analysis and symex [91], some combine symex and
fuzzing [28], [90], and more. In each case, the symbolic tool
relies on a core component that compiles programs to SMT.

c) Optimization Languages: A variety of tools trans-
late from high-level modeling languages to ILPs, including
AMPL [19] and Pyomo [20]. ILPs themselves are solved by
a variety of tools including Gurobi [93] and CBC [94].

III. DESIGN

In this section we present the high-level architecture of CirC
and we describe Circify: a language-independent library
for writing new CirC front-ends. Section IV discusses specific
front-ends, back-ends, and optimizations.

A. Overview

CirC is designed to make new compilers easy to build: it
should be easy for designers to add support for new input
languages and new target EQCs. In CirC (as in LLVM),
designers do so with new front-ends (e.g., for C) and new
back-ends (e.g., for R1CS). Front-ends target CirC’s IR and
back-ends lower from IR to a target representation (Fig. 2).

B. CirC-IR

CirC’s IR is a rich circuit language and is thus state-free
and non-uniform. It’s based on the SMT-LIB standard (§II-C),
limited to booleans, floating-point numbers, bit-vectors, and
arrays. These theories cover common primitive types in high-
level languages, but one could extend the IR with other theo-
ries. In service of languages for proof systems, we extend the
IR with a notion of finite fields, which underlie R1CS (§II-B).

C. Circify: managing state when compiling to CirC-IR

To support a new language, the first step is to build a front-
end from that language to CirC-IR.

a) Building a front-end from scratch is hard: For ex-
ample, consider the C program in Figure 5. This program
includes variable mutations and conditional branches: two
semantic phenomena that cannot be directly represented in
CirC-IR because EQCs do not support mutation or branching.
Other challenges include functions with early returns, loops
with break or continue statements, and random-access
memory, e.g., to access an array at a data-dependent index [5],
[29], [56], [43]. While semantics of front-end languages differ
in the details, these challenges are similar across many lan-
guages. Taking a broad view, we identify state as the key
issue in these challenges—the state of variables, the state
of memory, and even the state of the program counter. To
help different language front-ends overcome challenges related
to state, CirC provides Circify: a language-independent
library for expressing state updates in CirC-IR.

b) Circify makes building front-ends easier: To con-
struct a front-end, a developer essentially writes an interpreter
for the source language using the Circify library.4 In
particular, Circify is responsible for managing the inter-
preter’s execution environment: interactions with variables
(e.g., declarations or mutations), functions (e.g., entry or
returns), control flow (e.g., branches or breaks), lexical scopes,
and even arrays (e.g., initializations, accesses), are delegated
to Circify functions. Circify automatically handles the
details of expressing stateful semantics in EQCs.

In the rest of this section, we describe Circify’s support
for variables and conditional branching. This is only a small
subset of Circify’s functionality, but it gives intuition for
how Circify and a language-specific interpreter interact.

At a high level, Circify handles variable mutation by
transforming the program into static single assignment form
using a standard technique [95]: each time the source program
assigns a new value to a variable, Circify creates a fresh
version of that variable in CirC-IR, then constrains this version
to be equal to the new value. For example, “x = 1” turns into
“x_i = 1” for the next unused version number i.

This naive approach works for straight-line code, but han-
dling control flow requires a technique called guarding [56],
which works as follows: Circify records the conditions that
must hold for any given program path to execute, and then
guards all assignments on that path with those conditions. For
example, consider the assignment on line 3 of Figure 5: this
assignment only executes when x = 0. To achieve this, Cir-
cify uses an if-then-else (ITE) guard term, which evaluates
to the new value (y + z) when the condition is true (i.e.,
when x is zero), and to the old value (y) otherwise.

Much of this guarded versioning machinery is language-
independent. The only language-dependent pieces are: a defi-
nition of language values, a function that assigns values, and
a function that constructs ITE terms over values. Together,
these three pieces comprise Circify’s language definition
interface, which Circify’s language-independent function-
ality uses to manipulate source language values. Figure 3 gives
a slightly simplified definition of this interface, which com-
prises: (1) V , the type of CirC-IR-embedded source language
values; (2) assign, which assigns (the next version of) the
variable named id to the value v and adds the corresponding

4This is vaguely reminiscent of Serval [78]).
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• V: a CirC-IR embedding of language values
• assign(cs, id, v ∈ V)
• ite(c, t ∈ V, f ∈ V) → V

Fig. 3. The Circify language definition interface. An interpreter must
implement it to use Circify.

1 data CVal = Bool IR.Bool
2 | Uint IR.BitVec
3 | Sint IR.BitVec
4 | Struct String [(String, CVal)]
5 -- arrays, array pointers, ...

Fig. 4. C’s V-type, in Haskell. The IR module contains the CirC-IR definition.

assignment constraints to the CirC-IR constraint system cs;
and (3) ite, which takes a CirC-IR boolean c and two language
values t and f , and returns a language value that equals t when
c is true and f otherwise.

c) An example: Circify for C: Figure 4 shows part
our C front-end’s V-type, CVal, a recursive data type. Its
base constructors wrap CirC-IR booleans and fixed-width
integers (lines 1-3), and there is also a recursive constructor
for named structures (line 4). The corresponding assign and
ite definitions are straightforward when their value arguments
are non-recursive: they simply emit an IR assignment or an IR
ITE term for the CirC-IR value they wrap. For value arguments
that contain recursive constructors, these functions recursively
deconstruct the values, emitting IR assignments or IR ITE
terms for each sub-value. For example, calling assign with a
v that is structure results in recursive assign calls to each of
the field in the structure.

After defining the Circify language definition interface
for C, completing the front-end requires (1) writing a parser
for the C source text, and (2) writing an interpreter that
uses Circify’s functionality to translate stateful C code
into CirC-IR. As an example, consider the cond_add C
function in Figure 5. Figure 6 depicts the interpreter’s calls
to Circify, and Circify’s corresponding calls to the C
language definition interface, as the interpreter steps through
this function line-by-line. After argument declarations (not
shown), the interpreter requires a few steps to interpret line 2.
First, it uses the Circify getVar function to retrieve the
IR representation of x’s current value; the result in this case is
x’s initial version, x0. Next, the interpreter builds the symbolic
condition x0 = 0, and uses Circify’s enterBranch to
indicate that subsequent calls are conditionally executed (only
when x0 = 0) until a matching exitBranch.

For line 3, the interpreter first gets the values of y and z,
then calls Circify’s mutVar to set y to y0 + z0. Behind
the scenes, this causes Circify to use the functions provided
by the language definition interface. Specifically, Circify
invokes the ite function to build a new term that is conditioned
on the current path (where x0 = 0), then uses the assign
function to bind the next version of y (i.e., y1) to that term.

Finally, the interpreter exits the branch and enters the
alternative branch, i.e., the one corresponding to the x ̸= 0
condition. The rest of the interpretation process is similar: the
interpreter walks the program, using Circify functions to
handle variable interactions and branching.

1 uint8_t cond_add(uint8_t x, uint8_t y, uint8_t z) {
2 if (x == 0)
3 y = y + z;
4 else if (y == 1)
5 y = y + z + z;
6 return y;
7 }

Fig. 5. A small C program.

Interpreter Circify Lang. def’n. intf.
getVar (“x”)

x0

enterBranch (x0 = 0)
getVar (“y”), getVar (“z”)

y0, z0

mutVar (“y”, y0 + z0)
ite (x0 = 0,y0 + z0,y0)
ITE(x0 = 0,y0 + z0,y0)

assign (cs, “y1”,
ITE(x0 = 0,y0 + z0,y0))

cs.assert(y1 =
ITE(x0 = 0,y0 + z0,y0))

y1

exitBranch ()
enterBranch (x0 ̸= 0)

Fig. 6. Interactions between the ZoKrates front-end, Circify, and the front-
end’s language definition. Quotes denote strings, boldface denotes language
values or CirC-IR terms.

d) Managing exceptional control flow: Most imperative
languages include a number of constructs for exceptional
control flow; e.g., early returns. CirC supports a single but
powerful kind of exceptional control flow that we call the
breakable block. A breakable block comprises a sequence of
statements, and within the block, a break directs control flow
to the end of the block. Early returns, loop breaks, and loop
continues can all be expressed with breakable blocks. An early
return sets the return value and jumps to the end of a breakable
block containing the function body. A loop break jumps to the
end of a breakable block containing the loop. A loop continue
jumps to the end of a breakable block containing just the
body of the loop. Breakable blocks can also express try-catch
blocks, but they cannot simulate all control-flow (e.g., gotos).

We implement breakable blocks in CirC by extending the
guarding system. Recall that CirC guards the actions of side-
effect inducing statements on a condition c equal to the con-
junction of enclosing branch conditions: c =

∧
i branchi. To

handle breakable blocks, for each breakable block i, Circify
stores the condition under which the block has been broken
out of: breaki. Then, Circify guards side effects within the
block under c =

∧
i branchi∧

∧
i ¬breaki, and when Circify

encounters a break for block j, it sets breakj to (breakj ∨ c).
e) Other functionality: While our discussion has focused

on control flow and variable mutation, Circify solves
other problems too. Specifically, Circify implements lexical
scoping with global variables, local variables, and function
scopes. It handles the allocation and access of stack arrays,
and has has rudimentary support for a reference system,
like in C++, or like some pointers in C (Appendix B-A).
Together, Circify’s features provide a useful framework for
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constructing front-ends for new languages.
Once a language designer has used Circify to attach a

front-end to CirC, they can create their own optimizations over
CirC-IR, or use any existing ones (§ IV-B).

D. Back-ends: from CirC-IR to circuits

To support a new EQC back-end, designers lower CirC-IR
to their chosen representation. Generally speaking, writing a
back-end for a new circuit representation is easier than writing
a front-end, since CirC-IR is already a circuit IR. Once a
developer has lowered CirC-IR to their target of choice, they
can perform target-specific optimizations. This is relatively
standard: many compilers support such optimizations [96],
[67], and we discuss those that we implement in Section IV-C.

IV. EXTENSIBILITY AND IMPLEMENTATION

As we discussed in the previous section, CirC’s main goal
is extensibility to new source languages and target EQCs. The
compiler’s design made it easy to implement five front-ends—
for C, Circom, ZoKrates 0.6.1, a modified version of ZoKrates
0.7.6 that we call Z#, and a Datalog dialect—and three back-
ends—to SMT, R1CS, and ILP. The rest of this section gives
background on the languages and back-ends, and describes
using CirC to support each of them.

A. Adding front-ends

Circify makes certain aspects of supporting a new lan-
guage easy, because it manages the transformation of stateful
programs with complex control flow into flat circuits. On
the other hand, Circify does not assist with features that
are likely to be language-specific, such as type checking and
namespacing. In this section, we discuss CirC’s front-ends and
describe what was easy and what was hard for each.

a) C: CirC supports a subset of C that includes floats,
doubles, booleans, integers, structures, stack arrays, and point-
ers to a statically known variable or array. Our C front-end
also includes an opt-in taint-tracking system for definedness,
which is useful, e.g., for detecting bugs due to undefined
behavior (§VII-C). It does not support recursion or goto.5

In spite of these limitations, CirC’s C semantics are richer
and more standards-compliant than prior work. As important
examples: CirC wraps integer arithmetic modulo powers of
two, as required by C11; Pequin [97] instead wraps modulo a
large prime. CirC supports data-dependent array accesses and
pointer offsets; PICCO [98] and CMBC-GC [56] only support
constant offsets that are known at compile time.

b) ZoKrates: ZoKrates is a recent (2018) language for
programming zero-knowledge proof systems. Developers write
ZoKrates programs that check properties (e.g., “account bal-
ance is positive”), and the ZoKrates compiler converts those
programs into equivalent R1CS. ZoKrates is a mature project:
42 contributors have authored over 3600 commits over the past
several years, and there have been forty-two versions of the
ZoKrates language to date. We now describe our experience
implementing front-ends for two versions.

5Prior work [15], [5] shows how to support some of these constructs.

ZoKrates 0.6.1’s types are fixed-width integers, finite field
elements, booleans, field element–indexed arrays, and struc-
tures. The language supports mutable variables, conditional
expressions, and statically bounded loops. Neither data-
dependent control flow (e.g., conditional statements) nor loops
with an input-dependent number of iterations are supported.

Our ZoKrates front-end builds on Circify (§III-C), which
handles essentially all of the complexity (variable mutation,
scoping, and function calls). The most complex remaining is-
sue is ZoKrates’s module and import system: import directives
can rename imported identifiers, so name resolution depends
on the current module (e.g., a structure might be defined as S
but imported into another module as S′). To handle this, the
front-end tracks the current module and uses this information
for name resolution (≈50 LOC).

Building this compiler took one person less than one week,
and the our ZoKrates front-end comprises less than 900 lines
of (non-parser, non-AST) code. For comparison, the core of
the ZoKrates 0.6.1 reference compiler (which also excludes
parsers, ASTs, and tooling) comprises over 24000 lines and
was written over the course of multiple years. Furthermore, our
compiler supports a strict superset of the ZoKrates language,
including (for example) if-statements. Finally, as §V will show,
our compiler produces slightly better output.

ZoKrates 0.7.6 adds support for structures and functions
that are generic over integer constants (used to write code
that is generic over array lengths; recall that these must
be known at compile time), with rudimentary inference of
generic parameters. We have adopted these features in Z#,
a language based on (but not fully compatible with) ZoKrates
0.7.6 that is being used in a commercial deployment of zero-
knowledge proofs. Adding support for these features, a Z#
AST analysis library (used for type checking and inference),
and an AST-walking interpreter (used to support compile-
time macros, testing, and debugging) took roughly 3 kLOC.
Importantly, none of these features required changes to CirC-
IR or Circify, giving us confidence that CirC’s abstractions
will easily support more advanced language features.

c) ZKlog: Datalog is a class of logic programming
languages; Datalog dialects have been used to express database
queries, program analyses, and more. We build a front-end for
a Datalog dialect that we call ZKlog, to show that CirC can
support a very different programming paradigm from that of
C or ZoKrates. ZKlog programs are a collection rules over
input variables; rules are defined in terms of cases, which can
introduce (existentially quantified) variables and enumerate
conditions. Figure 7 shows a ZKlog rule for the relation
Y = XE. ZKlog supports booleans, fixed-width integers, finite
field elements, and fixed-length array types; it (like other
Datalog dialects) does not allow negated rule applications, so
any ZKlog rule can be compiled to an EQC. Appendix C
presents the abstract syntax of ZKlog.

The main challenge in supporting ZKlog is recursion:
ZKlog, as a Datalog dialect, relies on recursion for iteration—
there is no looping construct. Naively inlining recursive calls
would cause the compiler to diverge, so we bound recursion
in two ways. First, we use a programmer-specified, command-
line recursion limit that bounds the number of times any
rule can be recursively inlined. Using this construct, the
programmer must correctly specify a recursion limit that’s
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1 pow(X: u16, E: u16, Y: u16) % Y = X ** E
2 if E = 0, Y = 1;
3 or E > 0, E & 1 = 0, pow(X * X, E / 2, Y);
4 or exists Z: u16,
5 E > 0, E & 1 = 1, pow(X * X, E / 2, Z), Z * X = Y.
6

Fig. 7. Recursive ZKlog rule for computing powers.

sufficiently large to compile a given rule into an EQC. If the
recursion limit is too low, the generated EQC is incomplete—
unsatisifiable for some inputs that it should be satisfiable for.

To alleviate the burden on the programmer, we support
arbitrary recursion for primitive recursive rules applied to
compile-time constants. From computability theory, a rule
(more generally, a function) is primitive recursive in a formal
argument x if all recursive calls are strictly decreasing in x.
For example, the rule pow in Figure 7 is primitive recursive in
E. However, without the condition E > 0 on line 3, it would
not be, since E / 2 might not be less E.

To identify rules and arguments with primitive recursion,
we allow programmers to annotate one rule argument as
“decreasing”. If the rule recurses and the annotated ar-
gument is a compile-time-constant that is strictly less than its
previous value, the compiler ignores the recursion limit while
compiling the rule to an EQC. We use CirC’s constant-folding
pass to check whether a value is a compile-time-constant that
is less than in previous calls.

We can also use an SMT solver to determine whether
a decreasing annotation is valid for all compile time
constants. We describe this analysis in Section VII-B.

d) Circom: Circom is a hardware description language
for arithmetic circuits. Our Circom compiler thus bypasses
CirC-IR, and only takes advantage of the R1CS optimizations
in CirC. It shows that the CirC compilation framework is
modular: it’s possible to attach front-ends to CirC-IR, but it’s
also possible to attach directly to back-ends in order to take
advantage of target-specific optimizations.

B. Adding optimizations

Once a front-end has compiled its input to CirC-IR, the
optimization phase begins. CirC includes a large suite of CirC-
IR-based optimizations that language designers can selectively
apply, depending on their input language and target circuit.
Many optimizations are traditional: constant-folding, n-ary
operator flattening, and inlining; these are almost always ben-
eficial. Other optimizations are more complex and should be
selectively applied. For example, CirC can replace operations
over bit-vector arrays with operations over bit-vectors, via
memory-checking techniques [1], [99], [29], [30], [5], [4].
This is essential for proof systems, which do not support
arrays. When compiling to SMT—which natively supports
arrays—this is unnecessary. For a more detailed example of
how optimizations for one compilation pipeline may apply to
others, see App. B-B.

C. Adding back-ends and target-specific optimizations

We’ve implemented three EQC back-ends in CirC: SMT,
R1CS, and ILP.

a) SMT: Targeting SMT from CirC is trivial, since CirC-
IR is based on SMT-LIB. Our SMT back-end (based on Z3’s
Haskell bindings [100]) supports all of CirC-IR, save finite
field elements. Finite field arithmetic could be represented
as modular arithmetic over bit-vectors of sufficient width,
but existing SMT solvers are hopelessly in-efficient on this
encoding, so we omit it. Efficiently supporting finite fields for
SMT solvers is future work.

b) R1CS: Our R1CS back-end supports booleans, finite
field elements, bit-vectors, and arrays checkable using memory
checking techniques (§III-D).6 Prior work [4], [1], [22], [47],
[101], [102] embeds booleans and fixed-width integers in
R1CS; we adapt these techniques to lower booleans and bit-
vectors to R1CS. Our lowering pass also optimizes translation
of certain CirC-IR terms. For example, the bit-vector term “(c
& t) | ((not c) & f)” is better translated as a bitwise
if-then-else than as two ANDs and an OR.

Following prior work on proof system compilers [4], [8],
we implement one simple but powerful R1CS-specific opti-
mization in CirC: linearity reduction. This optimization looks
for linear constraints, e.g., 0 = c+

∑
i cixi. It solves for one

of the variables in the constraint, then eliminates that variable
from the constraint system using substitution.

c) ILP: Our ILP back-end supports booleans, bit-vectors,
and arrays captured by memory checking techniques (§III-D).
Given a CirC-IR circuit C that outputs an unsigned bit-vector,
the back-end uses techniques from [103] and [104] to build
an ILP. This ILP includes variables that encode C’s inputs,
and its objective is maximized when C’s output is. Thus, by
giving the ILP to a solver (we use CBC [94]), one can discover
output-maximizing inputs for C.

D. Implementation
Our original CirC implementation comprises ≈15k lines of

Haskell. The core (i.e, Circify and the IR definition and
optimizations) is ≈5700 lines; tests and extensions are the rest.
This is the implementation that we evaluate (§V). We have
also re-implemented CirC in Rust (≈11k lines), which makes
it easier to reason about and optimize compilation times and to
bring new developers onboard. The ILP and ZKlog extensions
are only in the Rust implementation.

The Rust version is the focus of future development, but we
plan to release both implementations as open source.

V. OUTPUT PERFORMANCE AND CORRECTNESS

Language designers should be able to use CirC to create
correct, efficient circuits. In this section, we evaluate both
performance—does CirC produce circuits that perform well
with respect to a given target—and correctness—can CirC
accurately model input language semantics? We measure per-
formance by comparing CirC’s proof system pipelines to state-
of-the-art, dedicated R1CS compilers. We evaluate correctness
by running CirC’s SMT pipeline on two standard verification
benchmarks. Ultimately, we answer two questions. Does CirC:

• Emit R1CS outputs competitive in size with those emitted
by state-of-the-art proof-system compilers? (§V-A)

6CirC does not currently lower floating-point arithmetic to R1CS. Although
prior work supports a rudimentary floating-point representation [22], embed-
ding IEEE 754–compatible floats in R1CS remains an open problem.
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Fig. 8. Comparison between CirC and Pequin (§V-A). Relative performance
depends on the benchmark, with neither compiler dominating the other.

• Emit SMT circuits that capture C program semantics with
enough fidelity to find simple bugs? (§V-B)

We find that CirC’s R1CS outputs perform exactly the same
as the Circom compiler’s, roughly the same as Pequin’s, and
slightly better than the ZoKrates compiler’s. We also find that
CirC’s SMT formulas are correct on two benchmark suites
from the sv-comp [105] verifier competition.

A. Performance

We consider three compilation pipelines when evaluating
the performance of CirC’s output: C-to-R1CS, ZoKrates-to-
R1CS, and Circom-to-R1CS. We find that CirC is competitive
with the state of the art in all cases, and slightly outperforms
the ZoKrates compiler; our metric is the number of rank-1
constraints, which is standard (§II-B; [5], [4], [31]).

a) C-to-R1CS: Compiling C to R1CS stresses CirC’s
handling of boolean, bit-vector, and array (memory) con-
straints. On this task, we evaluate CirC against Pequin [97], a
state-of-the-art compiler from C to R1CS that builds on a long
line of work [22], [47], [1], [5]. We use 6 benchmarks from the
Pequin software distribution covering a representative sample
of control-flow patterns and primitive operations. Appendix A
contains a further evaluation using the benchmarks of [5].
Pequin assumes that arithmetic never overflows; we use a
modified version of CirC’s R1CS machinery that matches
Pequin’s semantics. For each benchmark, we report the ratio
between the number of constraints that CirC and Pequin
produce, which is lower when CirC performs better.

Figure 8 shows the results: the compilers perform compa-
rably. On simple arithmetic (mm5: matrix multiplication), they
produce an identical number of constraints. On a binary-search
implementation of integer square-root (u32sqrt), CirC has a
slight edge, probably because of aggressive constant folding.
On an addition- and bit manipulation–intensive hash (sha1),
however, CirC performs slightly worse, likely due to missed
inlining opportunities. CirC uses 11.9x fewer constraints for
small arrays (ptrs-8) because CirC optimizes its memory
representation for memory size and access pattern (as in xJs-
nark [4]), whereas Pequin uses a single memory representation
that is asymptotically cheap yet concretely costly for small
arrays. The benchmarks from [5] (App. A) also access small
arrays, so CirC performs similarly well.

Fig. 9. Comparison between CirC and ZoKrates’s reference compiler (§V-A).
CirC generally produces better output.

The exception is u32log2-array, which computes in-
teger logarithms by decomposing the input into an (integer-
typed) array of bits, then scanning that array. CirC does
not yet have an optimization pass for integer-typed arrays
containing only boolean values, so it treats the intermediate
array as if it contains integers rather than bits, yielding much
worse performance than Pequin. (This is a relatively simple
optimization; adding it is future work.) When we instead
evaluate a version of this function written in a more standard
way (u32log2; Fig. 14), CirC outperforms Pequin slightly.

b) ZoKrates-to-R1CS: We evaluate CirC’s ZoKrates-to-
R1CS pipeline relative to the ZoKrates compiler, version 0.6.1.
We evaluate against this version because CirC’s ZoKrates
front-end is fully compatible with it (§IV-A).

This tests how CirC performs when the source language in-
cludes R1CS-friendly features like field elements and control-
flow limitations. Our benchmarks cover all major modules
from the ZoKrates standard library. The modules (and bench-
marks) are: utilities (mux3, field-to-bools, u32s-to-
bools), hashes (mimc7, pedersen, sha2round), elliptic
curve operations (ec-scalar-mult, ec-add), and signa-
ture verification (eddsa). In Appendix A, we evaluate on
the entire standard library. As above, we report the ratio of
constraint counts.

Figure 9 shows the results: CirC slightly outperforms the
reference compiler. On straight-line computations with sim-
ple operations (mimc7, fields-to-bools, u32s-to-
bools), the compilers perform similarly. When there are
opportunities for common sub-expression elimination (ec-
scalar-mult, ec-add), or when CirC can optimize con-
ditional expressions (pedersen, mux3signed), CirC per-
forms better. In one case, sha2round, CirC performs very
slightly worse, likely due to missed inlining opportunities. Our
evaluation on the whole ZoKrates standard library (App. A)
corroborates these results.

c) Circom-To-R1CS: Circom [8] is effectively a hard-
ware description language for R1CS. We support it in CirC
by writing a front-end which targets R1CS directly. Thus,
compiling Circom to R1CS is a test of CirC’s R1CS-specific
optimizations (§III). We evaluate CirC against the Circom
compiler (v0.0.30) on the test suite for Circom’s standard
library. The compilers perform identically on all nearly all
benchmarks. This is because Circom designs explicitly de-
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scribe R1CS constraints, and the compilers apply the same
R1CS optimizations. Appendix A contains the details of the
evaluation.

B. Correctness

To evaluate the correctness of CirC’s output, we run it on
a subset of the tests from the Software Verification Com-
petition (sv-comp). This annual competition includes many
benchmarks that stress the speed and accuracy of software
verifiers. By extending CirC’s C front-end to support sv-comp
conventions for existential inputs, assertions, and assumptions
(≈40 LOC), we can run CirC on sv-comp benchmarks.

We run CirC on two benchmark categories: signedint-
egeroverflow-regression, which tests the precision
with which overflow is modeled, and bitvector-loops,
which tests the precision with which branches, stack arrays,
and basic pointers-to-stack-arrays are modeled. We choose
these categories since they exercise most of CirC’s support
for C semantics (§III). CirC is correct in both categories.

We do not compare CirC’s performance (e.g., the SMT
solver’s execution time) on sv-comp benchmarks relative to
other systems. While CirC supports simple IR-level opti-
mization passes, it does not currently include machinery for
sophisticated static analysis (e.g., SMACK’s static analysis
for its memory representation [13]). Moreover, though CirC
handles the “compilation to SMT” piece of a verifier, it is
often not comparable to the whole verifier (e.g., CirC does not
currently support a front-end forking phase like KLEE [25]).
We discuss combining CirC with existing verifiers and high-
performance verification strategies in Section VIII.

VI. COMMON PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

This section shows how SMT solvers and proof systems
have similar performance characteristics, which means that
optimizations for one pipeline (e.g., C-to-R1CS) can improve
performance in another pipeline (e.g., C-to-SMT). This fact is
not obvious at first glance. Proof system performance metrics
(i.e., prover runtime) are almost entirely determined by the
number of rank-1 constraints in the input circuit, while SMT
solver performance metrics (i.e., solver runtime) are more
difficult to understand—and are sometimes surprising [106],
[107]. Nevertheless, CirC’s optimization passes demonstrate
performance similarities between both targets. In this section,
we show that CirC’s SMT-inspired constant-folding helps
proof systems, too, (§VI-A), and that CirC’s oblivious array
elimination pass (§VI-B) and granular array modeling (§VI-C)
help both solver and proof system back-ends.

A. Constant folding

SMT term rewriting—replacing one SMT term with an
equivalent one to assist in SMT solving—is an old tech-
nique [108] used in all major solvers [109], [110], [111], [112],
[113], [114]. Constant folding refers to a simple but important
class of rewrites such as replacing 4 + 5 with 9 or replacing
the bit-vector term x<<1 with extractions and concatenations.

Constant folding helps the proof system back-end, too: the
following experiment shows that it reduces the number of
output constraints. We write a small (insecure!) hash function,

Fig. 10. Solver and proof system performance when operating on the predicate
∃x.H(x)[0..8] = 0 (§VI-A). Constant folding improves performance for both
back-ends.

H , which digests N 32-bit blocks into a 32-bit result. We wrap
the function with an assertion that the output ends in a zero
byte, encoding the predicate ∃x.H(x)[0..8] = 0. We use CirC
to translate this predicate to R1CS and SMT, varying N and
turning constant folding on and off. For R1CS, we measure
the number of constraints; for SMT we measure the time that
the SMT solver takes to find a satisfying x.

Figure 10 shows the results: constant folding reduces R1CS
constraint count and SMT solver runtime. The benefit for
R1CS is substantial: constant folding reduces constraint count
by a factor of more than 16. The effect is smaller for SMT,
likely because the SMT solver already does constant folding.7

B. Oblivious array elimination

In the spirit of oblivious Turing machines, whose head
movements are input-independent, we use the term oblivious
array to refer to an array that is accessed only at input-
independent indices. CirC includes an optimization pass that
identifies such arrays and replaces them with a sequence of
distinct terms which are accessed independently. This opti-
mization is essentially a strengthening of well-known scalar
replacement optimizations: rather than just replacing a few
array references with scalars, the entire array is eliminated.

We conduct an experiment showing that both targets respond
similarly to oblivious array elimination. We write a C program
that (1) declares an array of N ints (2) fills the array
with non-deterministic inputs (3) sums all array elements
and (4) asserts that sum to be non-zero. Since the array is
only accessed at input-independent indices, the oblivious array
elimination pass replaces it with distinct terms. We use CirC
to find assertion-violating inputs using an SMT solver, and
measure the solver’s runtime. We also use CirC to compile
the program (and assertion) to R1CS, and count the number
of constraints. Figure 11 shows the results with and without
the optimization, with varied N .8 Both targets perform better
when array elimination is enabled.

7Because the SMT solver performs a search, while the R1CS simply
encodes the predicate, solver time scales exponentially with input length,
while R1CS constraints scale linearly. This difference is orthogonal to the
benefit of constant folding to both performance metrics.

8When array elimination is disabled, the R1CS target falls back to its
standard array implementation, which was briefly discussed in Section V-A.
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Fig. 11. Solver and proof system performance are both improved by oblivious
array elimination (§VI-B).

C. Array granularity

Compiling programs that use random-access storage (hence-
forth, arrays) requires the compiler to model those arrays. CirC
uses a fine-grained model: each source array is represented
by its own SMT array. An alternative, coarse-grained model
would use a single large “stack” array containing all source-
level arrays. While the coarse-grained approach has some
benefits [91], it is generally more expensive for SMT solvers
to reason about [115], [116]. We now present an experiment
demonstrating that the coarse-grained approach is also much
more expensive for proof systems.

Our benchmark in this experiment is a function that takes as
input an integer between 0 and w− 1, and applies a sequence
of n permutations of {0, 1, . . . , w−1} to it. Each permutation
is encoded as an array, so applying the permutation is just
an array index operation (the program assumes that the input
is in bounds). To vary array granularity, we apply a source
transformation that fuses separate arrays into shared arrays,
which simulates coarser- or finer-grained arrays (e.g., fusing
all arrays simulates the “stack” approach discussed above).

Figure 12 shows our benchmark program for the case n =
2, w = 4; the program uses sv-comp style assumptions and
assertions. The final line of the program asserts that the output
i is not 0, which we use to measure performance as follows.
For the SMT back-end, we ask the solver to find an assertion
violation and measure how long it takes to produce a result
(a violation is guaranteed to exist, because permutations are
invertible). For the proof back-end, we measure the number of
R1CS constraints to construct a proof that the input violates
the assertion about the output.

Figure 13 shows the results for n = 6 and w ∈ {2, 4, 8},
varying the percentage of permutations fused into a single
array. The results show that fusing permutations together—i.e.,
coarsening granularity—significantly reduces performance for
both the SMT and proof back-ends.

VII. CROSSOVER APPLICATIONS AND TECHNIQUES

In contrast to traditional compilers, CirC’s targets serve
substantially different purposes. This opens the door to ap-
plications that combine targets, and to techniques that use one
target to help another. In this section, we discuss four such

void perm(int i) {
__VERIFIER_assume(i >= 0 && i < 4);
int perm0[4] = {2, 0, 1, 3}; i = perm0[i];
int perm1[4] = {0, 1, 3, 2}; i = perm1[i];
__VERIFIER_assert(i != 0);

}

Fig. 12. Array granularity benchmark: this C program applies two permuta-
tions, which are implemented as arrays, to its input (§VI-C).

Fig. 13. Effect of array granularity on solver and proof system performance
(§VI-C). Increasing x-axis corresponds to increasingly coarse-grained array
representations, which increase costs for both the SMT and proof back-ends.

cross-overs: SMT-driven optimization of R1CS size, SMT-
based analysis of ZKlog code, automatic detection and zero-
knowledge proof of bugs, and automatic optimization and
zero-knowledge proof of high value. With CirC, these cross-
overs are easy to implement: each requires between 16 and
≈60 new lines of code.

A. Optimizing R1CS using SMT

SMT-guided optimization is an old idea, and SMT solvers
have optimized everything from code [117] to smart con-
tracts [118] to TensorFlow graphs [119]. CirC makes it easy
to apply SMT-guided optimizations to R1CS, too.

To illustrate this, we use one critical compilation task—loop
unrolling—as a case study. To embed a loop like the one in
Figure 14 in an EQC, the compiler must unroll it some number
of times N , and in some cases emit an assertion that the bound
is respected (§II). If N is too small, the resulting circuit won’t
handle some valid executions; if N is too large, the extra
unrollings increase circuit size—and thus solving or proving
time. Precisely determining N guarantees completeness while
minimizing circuit size.

For this case study, we extend CirC (≈18 LOC) to use an
SMT solver to determine the maximum number of iterations of
a loop. Obviously this approach cannot work for all programs,
but it is quite effective for some: for the u32log2 function of
Figure 14, CirC and the SMT solver determine that N = 32
in well under one second. Figure 15 shows the workflow for
u32log2. Initially, the loop is unrolled once into CirC-IR
which is is lowered to SMT that is satisfiable, so unrolling
continues. After 33 unrollings, the corresponding SMT is now
unsatisfiable, so the IR for 32 unrollings is used to finish
compiling to CirC-IR. The final IR is lowered to R1CS, for
use in a proof system: the intended target.
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#include "stdint.h"
uint32_t u32log2(uint32_t x) {

uint32_t n_bits = 0;
while (x != 0) {

n_bits++;
x >>= 1u;

}
return n_bits - 1;

}

Fig. 14. This function computes ⌊log2 x⌋. The SMT solver determines how
many iterations to unroll (§VII-A).

C program
with loop

CirC-IR
(1 unroll)

CirC-IR
(32 unrolls)

CirC-IR
(33 unrolls)

CirC-IR
(final)

SMT SAT

SMT SAT

SMT UNSAT

begin compile lower solve

continue

...

continuefinish

R1CS
lower

Fig. 15. Workflow for determining loop bounds with SMT while compiling
to R1CS. Incrementally compiled circuit fragments are lowered to SMT for
analysis. An UNSAT result causes unrolling to end.

In future work we hope to improve this technique, e.g., by
using the SMT solver’s incremental mode, and to use the SMT
solver for more complex R1CS optimizations.

B. Analyzing ZKlog with SMT
Our ZKlog compiler does not limit recursion when a rule

that is annotated as primitive recursive is applied to decreasing
compile-time-constants (§IV)—but it can be difficult to tell
if a rule is primitive recursive at all.9 Consider a rule r
with arguments x1, . . . , xm that (without loss of generality)
purports to be primitive recursive in x1. Now, consider a
recursive case c for rule r that binds existential variables
xm+1, . . . , xn with conditions t1 ∧ · · · ∧ tn such that (without
loss of generality) condition t1 is the recursive application of
rule r where the first argument depends only on x1. Thus, the
case c encodes the implication:

[∃xm+1, . . . , xn. r(f(x1), . . .)∧t2∧· · ·∧tn] → r(x1, . . . , xm)

For this to be a primitive recursion, it suffices to show that
the other conditions in c imply f(x1) < x1. That is, that the
following is unsatisfiable:

(f(x1) ≥ x1) ∧ t2 ∧ · · · ∧ tn (1)

Our analysis pass checks this property by lowering it to
SMT. The programmer can run the analysis on any rule that
they’ve annotated as primitive recursive. If (1) is UNSAT
for each recursive case, then the rule may be applied to any
compile-time constant without introducing incompleteness.

9Other languages that consider primitive recursion (e.g., Gallina, the
language of Coq [120]) occasionally require the programmer to prove to the
compiler that a recursion is primitive.

C. Automatically finding and proving bugs

Bug bounties are a popular way for software companies
to incentivize bug reporting, by offering cash rewards to
reporters. But the incentives in these programs are imperfect.
As examples, a company might accept a bug report but
refuse to pay a bounty; or it might refuse to acknowledge a
severe bug, leaving the reporter with an uncomfortable choice
between remaining silent and publicly revealing the bug’s
details, both of which could harm innocent users. One way
to address problems like this may be to prove the existence
of bugs in zero knowledge; in fact, this application is a key
element of an ongoing DARPA program [121], [122].

Prior work [123], [124], [125] constructs manual proof-
of-bug pipelines, but none automatically detects bugs and
then automatically proves their existence in zero knowledge:
existing compilers to R1CS have no way of automatically
detecting bugs, and existing SMT-based verifiers have no way
of generating zero-knowledge proofs. In fact, just proving
the presence of many types of bugs is beyond the reach of
existing proof compilers that, like Pequin [97] (§V-A), model
language semantics too imprecisely (§IV-A). Since CirC mod-
els language semantics precisely (§V-B) and can embed those
semantics into both SMT and R1CS, CirC seems ideally suited
to building a semi-automated proof-of-bug pipeline.

But zero-knowledge proofs-of-bug generally, and automated
pipelines in particular, are still unrealistic. The main issue
is that proof systems and SMT solvers both fall hopelessly
short of practical applicability to production-sized codebases.
Naively, this means that proving the existence of a bug in a
large system might require first isolating the buggy code and
then generating a proof—in the process revealing the bug’s
location and potentially allowing anyone to rediscover it!

Nevertheless, we see two strong reasons to hope for a path
forward, with CirC as a key component. First, recent theoret-
ical advances in efficient proofs of disjunctions [126], [127],
[128], [129] promise proof systems well suited to proving
statements like “there is a bug in one of the thousands of
functions in this codebase”—and CirC makes it easy to marry
such proof systems to SMT-based bug-finding techniques.
Second, prior work shows that tools capable of detecting
subtle bugs or verifying complex properties often rely on
analysts’ expert knowledge [78], [91]—of a class of bug, of
a codebase, or even of the SMT solver itself [130]. In the
case of solver-based bug finding, furnishing expert hints to
the solver can dramatically increase the reach of bug-finding
tools. Crucially, a zero-knowledge proof of a bug’s existence
does not reveal these expert hints; as a result, knowing the
approximate location of a bug may not help non-experts
rediscover it.

As a proof of concept, we augment CirC’s C front-end with
support for assertions and assumptions (≈60 LOC). Codebase
owners use assertions to specify intended behavior. Consider
a small example: the macro mul_add_c2 (Fig. 16). It is
intended to compute c = c + 2*a*b, where c is a multi-
precision integer comprising three words, c0, c1, and c2.
Figure 17 shows how a codebase owner would add an assertion
of this behavior. Unfortunately, the macro mishandles integer
overflow (see App. D for details). Indeed, an analyst who
compiles the macro and assertion to SMT can find a violation
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1 #define mul_add_c2(a,b,c0,c1,c2) { \
2 BN_ULONG ta=(a),tb=(b),t0; \
3 BN_UMULT_LOHI(t0,t1,ta,tb); \
4 t2 = t1+t1; c2 += (t2<t1)?1:0; \
5 t1 = t0+t0; t2 += (t1<t0)?1:0; \
6 c0 += t1; t2 += (c0<t1)?1:0; \
7 c1 += t2; c2 += (c1<t2)?1:0; }

Fig. 16. Incorrect carry handling in OpenSSL, responsible for CVE-2014-
3570 (§VII-C). Appendix D explains the bug in detail.

#include "stdint.h"
int wrapper(uint64_t a, uint64_t b, uint64_t c2,

uint64_t c1, uint64_t c0) {
uint64_t cc2 = c2, cc1 = c1, cc0 = c0;
mul_add_c2(a, b, c2, c1, c0);
"SMT_assert: (= (concat c2 c1 c0) (+ (concat cc2

cc1 cc0) (* [192]2 (uext 128 a) (uext 128 b))";↪→

return 0;
}

Fig. 17. Function wrapper for mul_add_c2 with assertion of correct
behavior (§VII-C). CirC’s assertion language is more verbose; we simplify
for brevity. BN_ULONG’s size depends on the architecture; we use 64 bits.

using the Z3 SMT solver in ≈700 seconds. The analyst can
then produce a zero-knowledge proof that the codebase owner
can verify in milliseconds (Figure 18). The above pipeline is
impractical for larger programs and more complex properties,
since the solving step quickly becomes intractable.

Assumptions allow the security analyst to use their expertise
to make bug-finding tractable: the analyst encodes facts about
the program or its potential bugs that reduce the SMT solver’s
search burden. As an example, consider again mul_add_-
c2 (Fig. 16). Since overflow is a traditional source of bugs,
and mul_add_c2 does not explicitly handle overflow caused
by its increment steps, the analyst may suspect that overflow
as a possible bug source. With an (overflow) assumption that
t2 == 0 && c0 < t1 after line 6, the SMT solver can
find a bug after only 2.5s. This improves on the unassisted
search time by more than two orders of magnitude, but expert
assumptions can also allow the solver to finish when it was
unable to previously (e.g., in [131], Section 4.2).

D. Automatically finding and proving high-value inputs
CirC also supports proofs of high-value (which is very

similar to proof-of-bug). Let f(x) → y be a function, and y0
be a threshold output. A proof of high-value shows that one
knows an x such that ϕ(x, y0) := f(x) ≥ y0, without revealing
x. Proofs of high-value might be applied to optimization
competitions. In an optimization competition (e.g., a Kaggle
competition [132] or the ARPA-E Grid Optimization Compe-
tition [133]), competitors submit parameters which maximize
an objective function, and high-performing competitors receive
a reward. This setup has a similar drawback to bug bounty
programs (§VIII): if competitors submit their parameters in
the clear, then the competition operator could choose not to
compensate them—but zero-knowledge proofs of high-value
avoid the counterparty risk.

With CirC it’s easy to compile an objective function (and
any constraints) to an optimization format (e.g., an ILP) for
finding high-value solutions. Then, it’s easy to compile the
same objective function to a proof-system constraint format
(like R1CS) for writing zero-knowledge proofs. (Just as in

Owner Analyst

C program
& assertions

R1CS

Public
Params.

Proof

Hints

SMT
formula

Bad input

✓/×

1) compile

2) ZKP setup

3) compile

4) solve

5) ZKP prove
6) ZKP verify

Fig. 18. Workflow for finding and proving bugs (§VII-C). Left steps are
performed by the codebase owner; right steps, by the analyst. Step 2 samples
public parameters needed for the zero-knowledge proof, for cryptographic
reasons.

the previous section, making this pipeline realistic requires
using human insight to assist the ILP solver.) As a proof-of-
concept, we build an automated pipeline for proofs of high-
value (similar to Figure 18, but with an ILP solver in place of
an SMT solver). The pipeline (≈30 LOC) takes a function f
and (a) compiles the predicate ϕ(x, y) := f(x) ≥ y to R1CS,
(b) compiles f to an ILP, (c) solves the ILP to find an x∗ such
that f(x∗) = y∗, and finally, (d) writes a zero-knowledge proof
of knowledge of an x∗ that satisfies ϕ(x∗, y∗).

VIII. DISCUSSION, FUTURE WORK, AND CONCLUSION

a) Targeting other applications: CirC has applications
beyond SMT, ILP, and proof systems. As one example, CirC
could support multi-party computation (MPC), which enables
mutually distrusting parties to collaboratively evaluate a func-
tion while revealing only the result [134]. MPC frameworks
require the function to be expressed as a boolean [135], or
arithmetic circuit [136], [137], [138], so extending CirC for
MPC applications would require adding support for these.
One potential issue is that MPC protocols do not support
circuits with existentially quantified wires. This is likely not a
problem, however, because in most (and maybe all) cases, such
variables can be transformed either into private inputs supplied
by one party, or into values computed from the private inputs
of multiple parties. This view is implicit, for example, in the
seminal work of Ishai et al. on constructing zero-knowledge
proofs via MPC protocols [139].

b) Program analysis infrastructure: CirC supports
IR-level optimizations, but sophisticated static analysis
infrastructure—at both the language and IR level—would
improve most compilation pipelines. For example, CirC could
use a range analysis to shrink IR-level bit-vectors, which
would make their R1CS embedding more efficient. As another
example, designers could build analyses into their language
front-end, e.g., to select the cryptographic protocol that gives
the best efficiency on a particular program [52], [53], [38],
[140]. Designing new analyses of this kind is also future work.

Beyond static analyses, there is potential to leverage more
powerful SMT-based analyses in CirC. Section VII shows that
CirC’s SMT target can be used to search for loop bounds.
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One could also imagine searching for loop invariants, tighter
range bounds, aliasing relationships, and more. The program
verification literature is full of SMT-based analyses which may
be useful for optimizing the size of emitted circuits.

c) Combining CirC with existing verifiers: It might also
be interesting to combine CirC with modern verification ma-
chinery. For example, CirC could benefit from SMACK’s [13]
front-end–based optimizations, while Boogie front-ends [10]
could benefit from targeting cryptographic applications.

d) Conclusion: In this work, we show how CirC makes it
easy to compile new source languages, support new EQC tar-
gets, and write optimizations that apply to multiple pipelines:
all of these can be done with very little code, and all yield
high-quality compiler output. Moreover, with CirC it’s easy to
combine different EQC compilation pipelines to support novel
applications., e.g., automatically finding bugs and proving
their existence. In short: shared infrastructure for constraint
compilers is both possible and useful.
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APPENDIX A
FULL BENCHMARKS

In this section, we compare CirC’s Haskell implementation
against the ZoKrates, Circom, and Pequin compilers on a
full set of benchmarks. We use the same testbed described
in Section V-A.

File CirC ZoKrates
Constraints Time (s) Constraints Time (s)

ecc/babyjubjubParams 10 0.08 10 0.01
ecc/edwardsAdd 11 0.07 19 0.01
ecc/edwardsCompress 763 3.66 766 0.13
ecc/edwardsNegate 2 0.06 2 0.02
ecc/edwardsOnCurve 6 0.12 9 0.01
ecc/edwardsOrderCheck 40 0.09 60 0.03
ecc/edwardsScalarMult 6394 6.04 9994 0.46
ecc/proofOfOwnership 6350 7.92 9989 0.85
mimc7/mimc7R10 40 0.48 42 0.02
mimc7/mimc7R20 80 0.84 82 0.03
mimc7/mimc7R50 200 1.31 202 0.19
mimc7/mimc7R90 360 1.96 362 0.88
mimcSponge/mimcFeistel 661 7.29 662 11.10
mimcSponge/mimcSponge 2632 46.46 2643 89.39
pedersen/512bit 3062 9.38 3940 1.90
sha256/1024bitPadded 84237 193.11 79575 18.13
sha256/1024bit 57098 122.31 56674 8.82
sha256/1536bit 85791 182.48 87345 16.38
sha256/256bitPadded 27547 61.72 26587 3.80
sha256/512bitPacked 55544 141.51 50398 10.70
sha256/512bitPadded 55544 125.13 48904 8.74
sha256/512bit 28405 60.45 27470 3.18
sha256/shaRound 28949 56.42 28070 2.49
utils/256bitsDirectionHelper 529 0.10 1105 0.02
signatures/verifyEddsa 96765 205.78 99359 22.20
casts/1024to256array 2048 7.80 2048 0.19
casts/bool 128 to u32 4 132 0.37 132 0.01
casts/bool 256 to u32 8 264 0.65 264 0.05
casts/u32 4 to bool 128 256 0.42 260 0.01
casts/u32 8 to bool 256 512 0.64 520 0.02
multiplexer/lookup1bit 2 0.06 4 0.02
multiplexer/lookup2bit 5 0.08 6 0.01
multiplexer/lookup3bitSigned 7 0.07 8 0.02
bool/nonStrictUnpack256 508 1.49 511 0.05
bool/pack128 128 0.42 129 0.05
bool/pack256 256 1.10 257 0.06
bool/unpack128 382 1.30 635 0.02
u32/nonStrictUnpack256 254 2.05 263 0.11
u32/pack128 128 0.54 133 0.05
u32/pack256 256 0.96 265 0.09
u32/unpack128 254 1.55 511 0.08

Fig. 19. CirC vs. the ZoKrates reference compiler on the ZoKrates standard
library

A. ZoKrates-to-R1cs

Our benchmark set is every main circuit in the ZoKrates
standard library (v0.6.1), save circuits that only define con-
stants (e.g. hash parameters). We report compilation time and
constraint count for CirC and the ZoKrates reference compiler
(v0.6.1).

Figure 19 shows the results. Generally, CirC produces
slightly fewer constraints. For the elliptic curve cryptography
module (“ecc”), CirC produces many fewer constraints, but it
produces slightly more for bit-intensive hashing (“sha256”). In
almost all cases, the ZoKrates compiler is substantially faster.
The most likely cause is the term representation in CirC’s
Haskell implementation. Terms are recursive Haskell GADTs,
and maps from them are either (a) hash maps based on a
hash that traverses the full term or (b) tree maps based on the
term’s full string representation. CirC’s Rust implementation
represents terms with hash-consing [141], [142]; this yields
far better performance.

B. Circom-to-R1cs

We evaluate on every test circuit in the test suite of the
Circom standard library (v0.20). We omit circuits that the
Circom compiler (v0.30) could not compile (either because the
test was invalid or our test bed did not have enough memory).

https://web.archive.org/web/20200221151433/https://www.darpa.mil/attachments/SIEVEProposersDaySlidesv4.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20200221151433/https://www.darpa.mil/attachments/SIEVEProposersDaySlidesv4.pdf
https://www.darpa.mil/news-events/2021-04-22
https://www.kaggle.com/docs/competitions
https://gocompetition.energy.gov/
https://gocompetition.energy.gov/
https://eprint.iacr.org/2020/300
https://eprint.iacr.org/2020/300
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File CirC Circom
Constraints Time (s) Constraints Time (s)

aliascheck test 261 0.10 261 0.30
babyadd tester 6 0.08 6 0.30
babycheck test 3 0.09 3 0.27
babypbk test 776 0.42 776 4.96
binsub test 49 0.07 49 0.22
constants test 1 0.08 1 0.13
eddsamimc test 5712 0.83 5712 19.05
eddsaposeidon test 4208 1.07 4208 18.44
edwards2montgomery 2 0.08 2 0.15
escalarmulany test 2554 0.36 2554 1.18
escalarmulfix test 776 0.44 776 5.00
greatereqthan 65 0.11 65 0.18
greaterthan 65 0.10 65 0.17
isequal 2 0.08 2 0.17
iszero 2 0.07 2 0.18
lesseqthan 65 0.07 65 0.17
lessthan 65 0.09 65 0.17
mimc sponge hash test 2640 0.24 2640 0.71
mimc sponge test 660 0.14 660 0.31
mimc test 364 0.08 364 0.20
montgomery2edwards 2 0.06 2 0.18
montgomeryadd 3 0.05 3 0.13
montgomerydouble 4 0.07 4 0.13
mux1 1 1 0.07 2 0.15
mux2 1 3 0.07 3 0.20
mux3 1 5 0.07 5 0.21
mux4 1 9 0.07 9 0.22
pedersen2 test 701 0.40 701 3.91
sha256 2 test 30134 53.77 30134 80.88
sign test 262 0.13 262 0.33
smtprocessor10 test 7895 5.07 7895 158.39
smtverifier10 test 4783 2.72 4783 50.12
sum test 97 0.07 97 0.20

Fig. 20. CirC vs. the Circom compiler on the Circom test suite

Figure 20 shows the results. The compilers produce identical
constraint counts in nearly every case. The runtime of CirC is
typically better than the reference compiler, which is written
in JavaScript.

C. C-to-R1cs
We evaluate on all C-language benchmarks from [5]. We

obtain these benchmarks from the Pequin source distribu-
tion (https://github.com/pepper-project/pequin). In [5], these
benchmarks are parameterized; we use the default parameters
from the source distribution.

We apply two transformations to the benchmarks before
evaluation. First, since CirC’s C front-end does not support Pe-
quin’s (bespoke) I/O conventions for multi-dimensional input
arrays, we flatten the array inputs to the matrix-multiplication
benchmark. Note that CirC’s C front-end does support standard
C-language multi-dimensional arrays. Second, since CirC’s
C front-end does not evaluate C constant expressions before
type-checking, we evaluate any constant expressions in array
lengths.

Additionally, for benchmarks containing Buffet’s loop-
flattening directives, we apply Buffet’s C-to-C flattening pass.
This this is a source-to-source transformation, so CirC can
benefit from it, just as Pequin can.

Figure 21 shows the results. Generally, CirC produces many
fewer constraints. This is because these benchmarks—similar
to ptrs-8 from our main evaluation—are bottlenecked on
accesses to small arrays. Recall (§V-A) that CirC compiles
small arrays more efficiently than Pequin.

Since small array accesses are the bottleneck, we think that
this benchmark set portrays CirC in an unfairly favorable light.
Nonetheless, we include these benchmarks for consistency

Benchmark CirC Pequin
Constraints Time (s) Constraints Time (s)

sparse matvec 5806 1.47 23466 7.63
mm 27000 577.97 27001 17.44
rle decode 4560 1.10 9847 6.23
mergesort 10400 3.32 19781 5.45
kmp search 75650 23.13 163664 30.56
ptrchase 168 0.11 1993 1.43
boyer moore 2016 0.91 5612 2.06

Fig. 21. CirC vs. the Pequin compiler on C-language benchmarks from [5]

with [5], and refer to reader to Section V-A for a fairer (in
our view) comparison.

APPENDIX B
CIRC DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

This appendix provides more information on Circify and
the optimizations we’ve implemented in CirC.

A. Additional Circify features

a) Stack arrays: Circify manages stack arrays of bit-
vectors. One can use Circify to allocate stack arrays of any
static size; allocation returns a concrete allocation identifier,
id. Future loads and stores use id to indicate which array to
access. Load operations take a concrete id, and a symbolic
offset. Store operations take a concrete id, a symbolic offset,
and a symbolic value. The effect of a store operation is guarded
on the current path condition. Using this interface, front-
ends can easily support accesses to dynamic locations within
statically-known arrays.

b) References: Circify supports fixed references to
(potentially out-of-scope) variables, similar to C++. Refer-
ences are modeled as a kind of location, just like a variable.
References can be created to any location, and Circify
allows new values to be written to references. Circify’s
reference system is useful for capturing C pointers with fixed
referents: e.g., pointers used as output arguments.

B. Optimization details

Often, optimization motivated by one pipeline benefit others
too.

As one example, while implementing our ZoKrates-to-
R1CS compiler, we added a bit-shifting optimization in the
constant folding pass. This optimization recognizes terms
of the form x≫k (for bit-vector x and constant k) and
replaces them with a rearrangement of the bits of x. The latter
ultimately requires substantially fewer R1CS constraints than
a variable offset bit-shift.

Since this optimization is implemented over CirC-IR, it
can immediately benefit other pipelines too. For example,
this optimization was also quite beneficial in the C-to-R1CS
pipeline.

Optimizations can also benefit different targets. In Sec-
tion VI, we present experiments demonstrating that some
optimizations benefit both SMT and R1CS targets, despite the
apparent difference of these targets’ execution semantics.

https://github.com/pepper-project/pequin
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n ∈ N i ∈ identifiers ℓ ∈ constant literals
⊕ ∈ binary ops. ⊖ ∈ unary ops.

τ ::= un | bool | field | τ [n] types
q ::= public | ϵ qual. types
d ::= i : q τ declarations

t ::= ℓ | i | t⊕ t | ⊖ t | t[t] | [ t⃗ ] terms

a ::= t | i( t⃗ ) atoms

c ::= ∃d⃗. a⃗ cases

r ::= i( d⃗ ) :- c⃗ rules

Fig. 22. The abstract syntax of our Datalog dialect. For a term class
represented by x, x⃗ denotes lists of such terms.

APPENDIX C
ZKLOG ABSTRACT SYNTAX

In Figure 22, we give the abstract syntax of ZKlog: our
Datalog-based input language. A type is a boolean, field
element, fixed-width unsigned integer, or a fixed-size array. A
rule holds for some input variables if any case holds. Each case
can existentially quantify variables, and holds if a conjunction
of atoms holds for some assignment to the variables. Each
atom is a term or a rule applied to some terms. A term can
be a literal, variable, indexed array, or an operator applied to
other terms. A program is a collection of rules, including a
distinguished entry rule, e.g., a rule called main.

Types can be qualified as public. For the purpose of a
zero knowledge proof, inputs to the entry rule are public if
so qualified and private otherwise. All variables quantified by
cases are private.

APPENDIX D
OPENSSL BUG DETAILS

Figure 23 illustrates the bug in the OpenSSL macro
mul_add_c2 (Figure 16). Double and add operations can
overflow by a single bit; these overflows are handled by
conditional increments to c2 and t1. However, the conditional
increments themselves can also overflow. In some cases, this
does not introduce a bug. Overflows in c2 can be soundly
ignored, since this macro implements triple-word arithmetic.
The first conditional increment to t1 cannot overflow, because
t1 must be even before the increment. However, if the second
condition increment to t1 (circled with a dashed red line)
overflows, c2 should be, but is not, incremented again.

a b c2 c1 c0

×
t1(hi) ∥ t0 (lo)

×2

+1?

+1?

+1?
overflow?

×2
of.?

+
overflow?

+

+1? overflow?

c2 c1 c0

Fig. 23. Dataflow for the code in Figure 16. Conditional increments handle
overflow. If the operation circled in red overflows, c2 should be (but is not)
incremented again.
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